A young Yoruba man called Akelle, 1910
The leader of the Ogboni secret society in Ibadan, 1910
A young man in Lokoja, 1911
The bronze caster Adeanju and his brother Belo in Ibadan, 1910
An elderly Yoruba lady in Ife, 1911
Agike, a young lady in Lokoja, 1911
A Nupe lady in Mokwa, 1911
A Hausa lady with face paintings on Bida market, 1911
A warrior with ‘Buke’ (chain mail) in Bida, 1911
Sonja, an elderly lady in Bida, 1911
The Lilly of Mokwa, 1911
A young Zerma musician in Bida, 1911
A young man smoking in Wukari, 1911
A young Tiv lady in Salatu, 1911
A young Tiv man in Wukari, 1911
A young Tiv man in Wukari, 1911
A young Tiv lady in Salatu, 1911
Fundi, Fulani chief in Kontcha, 1911
A Mbum boy in Nafada, 1911
A young Fulani man Kontcha, 1911